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Address DEZHOU JINGFENG CO.,LTD 
Jinghua Group 
Yingbin street 1266 
DEZHOU SHANDONG 253500

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The leading product of company are the domestic glass and pharmaceutical glass. It has 27 production lines of domestic and pharmaceutical glass,
producing 180000 tons every year. “JINGHUA”brand domestic and pharmaceutical glass is awarded “Shandong Famous Brand”.

At present, the daily container glass products has been formed several major series,more than 800 kinds totally. Especially, porcelain and pottery
imitated bottle used to gain "China Packaging outcome of the Decade Gold Award" because of its good color, high strength, impermeable, easily
changed to a variety of anti-counterfeit bottle, producing large quantities such as mature technology and technological advantages.

Pharmaceutical glass mainly produces 10-20ML shaped, 5ML-7ML ordinary type and many other types of Xilin bottle products, is the country's major
supplier of glass pharmaceutical companies.
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